BEARINGS

KP SERIES—AN200 / MS27640

Single row, ball, heavy duty. PTFE seals and CRES seal caps. Exposed surfaces except bore, caps, and seals are cadmium plated. Prelubricated for life. Also offered with CRES 440C material and/or zinc nickel plating per OEM specifications.

Double row, ball, self-aligning, heavy duty. PTFE seals and CRES seal caps. Exposed surfaces except bore, caps, and seals are cadmium plated. Prelubricated for life. Also offered with CRES 440C material and/or zinc nickel plating per OEM specifications.

NOTE: These bearings are self-aligning for 10° in either direction except for KS6A (not AN200) which is self-aligning for 8° in either direction.

KP-A SERIES—AN201 / MS27641

Single row, ball, deep groove, medium duty. PTFE seals and CRES seal caps. Exposed surfaces except bore, caps, and seals are cadmium plated. Prelubricated for life. Also offered with CRES 440C material and/or zinc nickel plating per OEM specifications.

KS SERIES—MS27645

* NOTE: These bearings are self-aligning for 10° in either direction except for KS6A (not AN200) which is self-aligning for 8° in either direction.

DP SERIES—AN207 / MS27644

Double row, ball, light and heavy duty. PTFE seals and CRES seal caps. Exposed surfaces except bore, caps, and seals are cadmium plated. Prelubricated for life. For use where high moment rigidity is required, DPP-W series only. Also offered with CRES 440C material and/or zinc nickel plating per OEM specifications.

DSP SERIES—AN206 / MS27643

Double row, ball, self-aligning, heavy duty. PTFE seals and CRES seal caps. Exposed surfaces except bore, caps, and seals are cadmium plated. Prelubricated for life. Also offered with CRES 440C material and/or zinc nickel plating per OEM specifications.

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**